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The Application: 

Wind Tunnel experiments are performed to understand the air pressure distribution around a product 

under development to evaluate and enhance its aerodynamic performance. This is a critical phase in 

developing a complex system such as a car, an aeroplane, a building or a wind turbine blade to 

determine efficiency and effectiveness of the developed product as this impacts on its performance, 

economy, noise pollution, drag and longevity. Essential in understanding the aerodynamic behaviour 

of such a test article is the use of pressure scanners and other critical instruments.  

Most wind tunnel operators are in the business of producing and selling data that facilitate this 

analysis, either for an internal or external customer. The data can only be as good as the instruments 

producing the measurement and the methodology behind their use. 

In addition to ensuring the instruments are available and reliable, calibration of the instruments is 

essential in ensuring the instrument performance is known, traceable, accurate and repeatable. The 

instrument is defined by its calibration. 

Calibration of an instrument involves comparing its output with that of a known standard, or more 

accurately under specified conditions establishing measurement uncertainties provided by the 

measurement standard in comparison with the instrument under test. 

A new instrument will be supplied calibrated and is provided with a calibration certificate that is kept 

as part of the history of the instrument. This sets a baseline against which the instrument can be 

assessed throughout its life. As the instrument is used, it will eventually start to drift in terms of  
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accuracy. This is caused by relaxation of the materials and by drift within the components over an 

elapsed time. Physical effects, such as pressure and temperature shocks, accidental impacts, corrosion 

or adhesion of dirt particles will accelerate this drift. All instruments drift, so it’s important to 

understand the magnitude of the drift to ensure optimal use of the measurement system and the 

uncertainties involved, and most importantly to prove to the user of the data that it is valid and has 

integrity. 

Usually, before a critical set of data is gathered in the wind tunnel, the instrument will be “wind-off” 

zeroed by the user. However, whilst this eliminates any zero offset in the instrument, it gives no 

guarantee of linearity or repeatability when the measurement values increase. Periodically, it is 

necessary to check the instrument using a formal calibration methodology under controlled conditions 

to ensure the accuracy of the measurement – and the validity of the data! This traceability of 

measurement accuracy should be a key part of the Quality Assurance system within your organisation 

– if a measurement is worth doing, it’s worth doing well! 

The measurement challenge:  

There is cost and time associated with calibrating an instrument – but what is the cost to you of data 

without traceability, with error or just with question marks around its integrity? What is the cost of 

downtime when a critical measurement is required? What happens when the customer of your data 

asks how recently the measurement equipment was calibrated? 

In order to ensure the accuracy of your pressure scanner, investment in periodic calibration is 

essential. The manufacturer knows his equipment performance very well from many thousands of 

hours of operation in applications just like yours. By sending the instrument back to the manufacturer, 

or his approved representative, you can be sure that the instrument will be calibrated, and maybe 

serviced or repaired, exactly how the manufacturer intended – to achieve the best performance from 

the product. 

How often should the instrument be calibrated? It depends! As with any product, how the product is 

used, how often it is used and how well it is treated is often key in determining calibration periods. 

The easiest way to assess this is to have the instrument re-calibrated after a fixed period, say one year 

and compare the “before” and “after” data to determine the future regularity of calibrations. Building 

up a lifetime history of the product will give confidence of the accuracy and performance between 

calibrations. 

 

 

 

Evolution Measurement is Scanivalve’s authorised exclusive service and calibration facility throughout 

Europe. It means that true factory-level support is available close at hand. We fully understand the 

need for critical measurement instruments to be working hard generating data (revenue for the user) 

THE SOLUTION 

EVOLUTION MEASUREMENT’S FACTORY-LEVEL CALIBRATION & SERVICE FACILITY EXCELS IN THIS AREA 
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and not standing awaiting repair or recalibration, so we strive to turn all instruments around within a 

week and with shipment being virtually overnight within Europe, downtime is minimised. 

Our factory-trained engineers clean, test and assess all returned instruments before informing the 

user of costs and timescales involved, always seeking approval before running a calibration procedure 

on the instrument. This validates the existing coefficients and generates new coefficients, should the 

gathered data be outside of prescribed limits. 

The calibration procedure follows a formal sequence, which is highly proven and repeatable and 

involves running the instrument at a wide range of temperatures whilst measuring a series of known 

calibration pressures at each of those temperatures. This is known as a “Multi-plane Calibration” and 

this comprehensive calibration mirrors an as-new calibration performed by Scanivalve when the 

instrument was new. New calibration coefficients are input to the instrument, to fully correct any 

significant offsets, and you are provided with a formal Calibration Certificate. You can be confident 

that the data is comparable to the original calibration, adding to the lifetime traceability of the 

instrument. 

Scanivalve have been producing world-leading pressure scanners for almost 70 years, so there is a 

significant installed base of instruments around the globe. If you have an old unit sitting on the shelf, 

we may be able to resurrect it. Contact us with it’s details and we can advise on the best course of 

action for this instrument; we may be able to get it back into use as a valuable spare or back-up 

instrument. 

In addition to the Calibration facility, we can also advise on any upgrades or suggest replacement units, 

should your unit be proven to be beyond economical repair, ensuring effective continuity of your 

measurement and avoiding any unnecessary, inconvenient and costly wind tunnel downtime. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

We’d love to tell you more – 

Visit our Service website: 

https://www.evolutionmeasurement.com/scanivalve-service/ 

Download the Service Information Form: 

https://www.evolutionmeasurement.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Service-information-

form.pdf 

Or speak with us about your requirements: Evolution Measurement Ltd. 7 Regents Court, South 

Way, Walworth Business Park Andover, Hampshire SP10 5NX Telephone: +44 (0) 1264 316470  

Email: service@evolutionmeasurement.com 

https://www.evolutionmeasurement.com/scanivalve-service/
https://www.evolutionmeasurement.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Service-information-form.pdf
https://www.evolutionmeasurement.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Service-information-form.pdf

